
Dear Mayor Wunderlich and members of the city council:

The Rent Stabilization Commission has forwarded you a resolution that effectively 
recommends an immediate end to all three pillars of the city’s residential tenant 
moratorium. The commission’s vote was 4-2 with both tenant commissioners Bronte 
and Sokoloff dissenting.

Our tenant representatives were concerned about the progress of the Delta variant and 
uncertainty about consequent economic impacts.

They thought that sunsetting our residential moratorium was premature. It was too 
soon to require tenants to pay full rent and open those households to no-fault eviction 
and rent increases.

In fact all commissioners expressed concern about back-to-back rent increases in 
particular. 

I share that concern because instability and displacement among our renting 
households should continue to be the city’s top priority as we examine pandemic-era 
policies. City Council in July refrained from making any change to the current urgency 
adopted last September. Why are residential tenant protections the first to go on the 
chopping block?

Our community development planners have reminded us that increased multifamily 
redevelopment is on the horizon. There is already a high — perhaps unprecedented -- 
turnover rate among rental households. The vacancy rate is 13% for some unit sizes. 
To me it all suggests we need to prioritize renting household stability.

So I say keep the moratorium protections for now.

Also please consider bookending the moratorium with an ordinance to regulate 
tenancy buyouts. These are voluntary agreement offers that can come with 
misinformation and the pandemic has proven to be an opportune time to encourage a 
vacancy among vulnerable tenants.

Why regulate buyouts? Because the RSO office has no information or answers for 
tenants who come calling. “We don’t give legal advice,” the office says. Even when a 
tenant is seeking factual information. Regulate buyouts so that our city can require city-
approved disclosures to tenants before they sign on the line.

Again, please keep in place the moratorium and consider regulating buyouts to temper 
instability among our renting households.


